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Contributions of Receptor Desensitization
and Saturation to Plasticity
at the Retinogeniculate Synapse

information is transmitted from the retina to the visual
cortex. In mature animals, each relay cell is contacted
by a small number of powerful excitatory inputs medi-
ated by AMPA and NMDA receptors (AMPAR and
NMDAR) (Chen and Regehr, 2000; Ramoa and McCor-
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Harvard Medical School tribute significantly to the transient responses of relay
Boston, Massachusetts 02115 neurons, NMDAR appear to be more important in medi-

ating the sustained responses of relay neurons to repeti-
tive, high-frequency optic tract stimulation (Turner et al.,

Summary 1994) or to visual stimulation (Kwon et al., 1991; Sillito
et al., 1990). The inability of the AMPAR component to

The retinogeniculate synapse conveys visual informa- maintain efficacy during sustained activation and the
tion from the retina to thalamic relay neurons. Here, importance of NMDA receptors in mediating sustained
we examine the mechanisms of short-term plasticity responses is not well understood.
that can influence transmission at this connection in A variety of mechanisms can give rise to short-term
mouse brain slices. Our studies show that synaptic synaptic plasticity (Magleby, 1987; Zucker, 1989). Two
strength is modified by physiological activity patterns commonly observed presynaptic mechanisms include
due to marked depression at high frequencies. Post- facilitation, where increases in presynaptic residual cal-
synaptic mechanisms of plasticity make prominent cium from recent activity results in enhancement of neu-
contributions to this synaptic depression. During rotransmitter release, and depression, which may reflect
trains of retinal input stimulation, receptor desensiti- depletion of release-ready vesicles (Zucker, 1999). Post-
zation attenuates the AMPA EPSC while the NMDA synaptic mechanisms, including receptor desensitiza-
EPSC saturates. This differential plasticity may help tion, can also rapidly alter synaptic strength, although
explain the distinct roles of these receptors in shaping there are fewer reports documenting this in the CNS
the relay neuron response to visual stimulation with

(Trussell, 1999). At the retinogeniculate synapse, previ-
the AMPA component being important for transient

ous in vitro studies have shown that synaptic depression
responses, while sustained high frequency responses

occurs in response to pairs of pulses (Chen and Regehr,
rely more on the NMDA component.

2000; Turner and Salt, 1998). However, the mechanisms
that underlie this synaptic behavior and their contribu-Introduction
tions to regulating the response of relay neurons are
unclear.Visual information encoded in the firing patterns of reti-

Here, we study short-term plasticity at the retinogeni-nal ganglion cells is transmitted to the cortex via the
culate synapse in mouse brain slices. These experi-retinogeniculate synapse in the dorsal lateral geniculate
ments were conducted under conditions where synapticnucleus (LGN). Simultaneous in vivo recordings of retinal
properties could be studied without contributions fromganglion cells and their target relay neurons in the LGN
cortical feedback, brainstem modulation, inhibitory cir-demonstrate that the firing patterns of the postsynaptic
cuitry, and voltage-gated conductances of relay neu-neuron can differ significantly from those of the presyn-
rons. Pairs of closely spaced retinal input stimuli evokeaptic cell, indicating that the LGN is not a simple relay
AMPAR and NMDAR excitatory postsynaptic currentsstation (Cleland and Lee, 1985; Mastronarde, 1992;
(EPSCs) that depress. Recovery from depression forRowe and Fischer, 2001; Usrey et al., 1998). In vivo and
both the AMPA and NMDA receptor types can be ap-in vitro studies of the thalamocortical circuitry show that
proximated by fast and slow time constants. The slowresponses of relay neurons to visual stimulation can be
phase of recovery is similar for both AMPA and NMDAmodulated by several processes (Guido and Lu, 1995;
components, consistent with a presynaptic mechanismMcCormick and Bal, 1994; Sherman and Guillery, 1996;
of depression. The fast phase of recovery, which is moreSteriade et al., 1997). Both the inhibitory feedback cir-
pronounced for the AMPA component, reflects a sig-cuitry intrinsic to the thalamus, as well as corticotha-
nificant contribution from postsynaptic mechanisms,lamic inputs, can influence the firing of relay neurons.
including AMPAR desensitization and NMDAR satura-Brainstem inputs that alter the membrane properties of
tion. These mechanisms dynamically regulate synapticrelay neurons can also modify the response of postsyn-
strength during physiological stimulus trains. The rela-aptic cells to retinal ganglion cell activity. Much less
tive importance of NMDAR and AMPAR components isis known, however, regarding how activity-dependent

mechanisms of plasticity at the retinogeniculate con- altered during such trains by differential plasticity of
nection can influence the response of relay neurons. these components and by contrasting properties of the

Short-term synaptic plasticity is likely to affect how receptors. Thus, mechanisms controlling short-term syn-
aptic plasticity at the retinogeniculate connection may
help shape relay neuron responses to varying visual3 Correspondence: chinfei.chen@tch.harvard.edu
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Results

Short-term plasticity was examined at single fiber, reti-
nogeniculate connections in parasagittal brain slices
from postnatal day (P)25–P32 mice (Chen and Regehr,
2000). Relay neurons receive a small number of strong
retinal inputs in these young adult mice, and synaptic
responses to single fiber stimulation can be studied (see
Experimental Procedures). The response of the excit-
atory retinogeniculate synapse was isolated by blocking
inhibitory transmission with the GABAA antagonist bicu-
culline and by cutting the connections between the LGN
and cortex. Moreover, synaptic currents are readily volt-
age clamped because geniculate cells are electrically
compact and retinal inputs contact the proximal den-
drites of geniculate neurons (Wilson et al., 1984). In these
experimental conditions, brainstem modulation of intrin-
sic voltage-gated conductances in relay neurons do not
contribute to the synaptic response.

Paired-Pulse Plasticity at the Retinogeniculate
Synapse
To identify mechanisms of short-term plasticity that are
important at the retinogeniculate synapse, we initially
studied the response to pairs of stimuli. Both NMDAR
and AMPAR components of the excitatory postsynaptic
current (EPSC) can be monitored at a holding potential
of �40 mV (Figure 1A). The outward current consists of
the rapidly activating AMPAR component and the slower
NMDAR component that decay with time constants of
2–3 ms and �90 ms, respectively (Chen and Regehr,
2000). Activation of a retinal input with two stimuli sepa-
rated by 100 ms leads to synaptic depression, and the
amplitude of the second EPSC (A2) is smaller than that
of the first EPSC (A1).

Differences in the depression of the AMPAR and
NMDAR components of the synaptic current are appar-
ent in the EPSC response to pairs of pulses. The lower
panel of Figure 1A shows the superimposed EPSCs Figure 1. Paired-Pulse Plasticity at the Retinogeniculate Synapse
evoked by pairs of stimuli with interstimulus intervals (A) The response to two stimuli separated by varying ISI was re-
(ISIs) varying from 10 to 200 ms. The relative proportion corded at a holding potential of �40 mV to examine both the NMDAR

and AMPAR components. A1 and A2 are the peak amplitudes ofof the rapidly and slowly decaying components of the
the first and second EPSC, respectively. ISI � 100 ms (top). Superim-synaptic current changes with ISI. AMPAR and NMDAR
posed pairs of EPSCs separated by ISIs varying from 10 to 200 mscontributions to the second EPSC are similar in size for
(bottom).an ISI of 10 ms, but the AMPAR component is larger
(B) Isolation of the AMPAR (top) and NMDAR (bottom) components

than the NMDAR for an ISI of 200 ms. of the synaptic current with bath application of 5 �M CPP and 5 �M
To further elucidate the differences in synaptic de- NBQX, respectively. NMDA currents are obtained from a different

experiment than in (A).pression of the AMPAR and NMDAR currents, we exam-
(C) The average ratio of the second to first EPSC as a function ofined each component in isolation. In the presence of
ISI for AMPAR (circles, n � 10 cells) and NMDAR (squares, n � 9the NMDAR antagonist, 3-([R-]2-carboxypiperazine-4-
cells). An expanded time course is shown on the right. Data repre-yl)-propyl-1-phosphonic acid ([CCP]; 5 �M), the AMPAR
sent the mean � SEM and could be fit with a double exponential

current depressed to approximately 25% of the initial function, 100 � C1 � exp(�C2 � x) � C3 � exp(�C4 � x), where
current for an ISI of 10 ms (Figure 1B, top). In contrast, the constants C1, C2, C3, and C4 were �26.0, 0.25, �25.4, and 6.1

and �40.7, 0.35, �35.8, and 6.12 for the AMPAR (solid line) andwhen the NMDAR EPSC was isolated by inhibiting the
NMDAR (dashed line), respectively. The peak EPSC amplitudes wereAMPAR component with 2,3-Dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-tet-
measured in isolation in the presence of either CPP or NBQX.rahydrobenzo[f]quinoxaline-7-sulphonamide disodium
Bath temperature: 24�C–26�C.([NBQX], 5 or 10 �M), synaptic depression is significantly

less for an ISI of 10 ms (�50%; Figure 1B, bottom). To
quantify the recovery of each component, we plotted Both glutamate receptor types recovered from depres-

sion with a time course that can be approximated by athe percent ratio of the peak amplitude of the second
to first EPSC as a function of the ISI. Figure 1C (left) double exponential (Figure 1C, lines). The slow compo-

nent of recovery, best illustrated between ISI 2–8 s (Fig-shows the summary of the changes in the paired-pulse
ratio for the AMPAR (circles) and NMDAR (squares). ure 1C, left), was similar for the AMPAR and NMDAR
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components. However, for brief ISIs, there were signifi-
cant differences in short-term plasticity (Figure 1C,
right). Although the time course of the fast component
of recovery was similar, the amplitude of the component
was greater for the NMDAR when compared to that of
the AMPAR.

The Role of Postsynaptic AMPAR Desensitization
There are many possible mechanisms that can underlie
depression at the retinogeniculate connection. In addi-
tion to presynaptic processes that may reduce the num-
ber of vesicles available for release on the second stimu-
lus of a closely spaced pair of pulses, postsynaptic
mechanisms, such as receptor desensitization, could
play a role. In light of the differences in synaptic depres-
sion of the glutamate receptor classes, we examined the
possible role of postsynaptic AMPAR desensitization in
depression of this synapse.

The effect of cyclothiazide (CTZ), a compound that
inhibits desensitization of the AMPAR, on pairs of retinal
input stimuli is shown in Figure 2A (left). The AMPAR
response at �40 mV to two stimuli separated by 100
ms is shown before (Figure 2A, bold lines) and during
(thin line) bath application of CTZ (75 �M). This com-
pound increased the peak amplitude and time course
of decay of both EPSCs. Moreover, CTZ decreased the
degree of synaptic depression. In addition to inhibiting
AMPAR desensitization, at other synapses CTZ can alter
vesicular release through a presynaptic mechanism
(Bellingham and Walmsley, 1999; Diamond and Jahr,

Figure 2. CTZ Relieves the Fast Component of AMPAR Synaptic1995). To determine if changes in the release probability
Depressioncontributed to the relief of synaptic depression by CTZ,
(A) Left, the response of the AMPAR EPSC to a pair of stimuli sepa-we examined the effects of CTZ on the NMDAR compo-
rated by 100 ms is shown before (bold trace) and during (thin trace)nent of synaptic depression. If CTZ acts through a pre-
bath application of CTZ (75 �M). Right, the NMDAR paired-pulse

synaptic mechanism, then it should also affect pairs of ratio (control, bold trace) remains unchanged in the presence of 100
NMDAR EPSCs. Figure 2A (right) demonstrates that at �M CTZ (thin trace). (B) Superimposed pairs of AMPAR EPSCs

with varying ISI are shown before (top) and during (bottom) bathconcentrations up to 100 �M, CTZ does not alter the
application of CTZ. The effects of increasing concentrations of CTZNMDAR paired-pulse ratio (n � 3 cells, percent of A2/
(0 �M (circles, n � 10 cells), 20 �M (squares, n � 5 cells), 50 �MA1 for ISI 100 ms: 0 �M CTZ, 59.5% � 5.9%; 100 �M
(diamonds, n � 5 cells), and 75 �M (triangles, n � 6 cells) on theCTZ, 56.2% � 5.5%; SEM). Thus, at concentrations less
paired-pulse ratio is shown in (C). Data represents the mean � SEM

than 100 �M, CTZ is a useful tool for clarifying the role of The fast component of depression is resolved on an expanded time
AMPAR desensitization at the retinogeniculate synapse. scale on the right. EPSC traces are the average of three to five trials.

Bath temperature: 24�C–26�C.CTZ alters the time course of recovery from depres-
sion of the AMPAR component. This is apparent in the
traces of pairs of EPSCs before (Figure 2B, top) and
during bath application of 75 �M CTZ (Figure 2B, bot- rent. To further understand the mechanisms that under-
tom). The slow component of recovery is not signifi- lie the fast component of recovery from depression of
cantly affected by 20 �M (squares), 50 �M (diamonds), the NMDAR current, we examined whether the rapidly
or 75 �M (triangles) CTZ (Figure 2C, left). However, the recovering phase of NMDA EPSC depression also re-
magnitude of the fast phase of recovery is reduced in flects a postsynaptic mechanism. One possibility is par-
a dose-dependent manner by CTZ (Figure 2C, right). tial saturation of NMDA receptors, resulting in fewer
Thus, the fast component of recovery from depression receptors available to respond to a second pulse of
of the AMPAR current reflects postsynaptic AMPAR de- glutamate. We tested this by using NMDAR antagonists
sensitization. with different kinetics, which have proven useful in ex-

amining NMDAR saturation previously (Clements et al.,
1992; Wang, 2000).Mechanisms Underlying Depression

of NMDAR Currents The rationale for using NMDAR antagonists of low
affinity with fast kinetics and of high affinity with slowIt appears that AMPAR desensitization cannot account

fully for the difference in depression of the NMDAR and kinetics is illustrated in Figure 3A. In the extreme case
of complete saturation, all NMDARs would bind gluta-AMPAR currents. This is apparent when Figure 1C is

compared to Figure 2C, which shows that when desensi- mate on the first pulse and no receptors would be avail-
able for a second stimulus with a sufficiently short ISI.tization is reduced by CTZ, the AMPAR current is less

depressed at short time intervals than the NMDA cur- This would result in a failure to evoke a second EPSC
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(Figure 3A, top row). When a low-affinity antagonist
blocks a subset of NMDARs, glutamate activates avail-
able receptors eliciting a smaller EPSC than the control.
However, due to a faster dissociation rate of the antago-
nist, some receptors become available for a second
glutamate pulse to elicit another EPSC (Figure 3A, mid-
dle row). In contrast, if a high-affinity antagonist blocks
the same percentage of NMDARs, both antagonist and
glutamate will remain bound after the first pulse, provid-
ing no available receptors for the second stimulus (Fig-
ure 3A, bottom row). The same reasoning applies even
when receptor saturation is not complete and predicts
that if NMDAR saturation is playing a role, the high-
affinity antagonist should not alter the plasticity, whereas
the low-affinity one should decrease the depression.

Using this experimental paradigm, we found that a
low-affinity NMDAR antagonist did alter paired-pulse
plasticity while a high-affinity one did not. The low-affin-
ity NMDAR antagonist L-APV (400 �M) (Olverman et
al., 1988) elicited a readily reversible decrease in initial
EPSC amplitude (Figure 3B, left; inhibition by 77.5% �
3.1%, SEM, n � 5 cells). SDZ 220-581 (50 nM), a high-
affinity NMDAR antagonist (Urwyler et al., 1996), elicited
a decrease in initial EPSC amplitude (Figure 3B, right;
inhibition by 74.3% � 5.8%, SEM, n � 3 cells). This
inhibition was not readily reversible (data not shown).
Paired-pulse depression still occurred in the presence
of these antagonists. However, normalizing the initial
EPSC in antagonist to the corresponding initial control
EPSC demonstrates that L-APV decreased the depres-
sion at short ISIs, while SDZ 220-581 did not change
the plasticity (Figure 3C). This was the case for all cells
we examined, as indicated in the average plots of
paired-pulse plasticity (Figures 3D and 3E). L-APV de-
creased the amount of depression at ISIs of 10–100 ms,
while at longer ISIs (0.2–8 s), there was little difference
in paired-pulse plasticity (Figures 3D and 3E). During
SDZ 220-581 application, however, there was no differ-
ence from control across the entire range of ISIs.

Comparison of Synaptic Depression When
Desensitization and Saturation Are Minimized
Differences between synaptic depression of the AMPAR
and NMDAR EPSCs can be attributed to postsynaptic
receptor desensitization and saturation. This is apparent
when depression is compared for the two receptor
classes when the effects of desensitization of the
AMPAR are removed with CTZ, and the effects of
NMDAR saturation are minimized by a low-affinity an-

right. (B) Initial EPSC amplitude is plotted against time during control
conditions and during application of NMDAR antagonists indicated
by the black bars. (C) NMDA EPSCs with paired-pulse intervals of
10, 20, 50, 100, 200, and 500 ms in control conditions and during
L-APV or SDZ 220-581 application. The first EPSC in antagonist has

Figure 3. A Low-Affinity NMDAR Antagonist Decreases the Rapidly been normalized to the corresponding first control EPSC. Traces
Recovering Phase of Depression of the NMDA EPSC are the average of five consecutive trials. (D) Average data (mean �
(A) A schematic illustrates the possible contribution of NMDAR satu- SEM) for control paired-pulse plasticity (closed circles, n � 7 cells)
ration to paired-pulse plasticity. Postsynaptic NMDAR are shown and during L-APV application (open circles, n � 5 cells) or SDZ 220-
in the unbound state, bound with glutamate (black circles), or bound 581 application (open diamonds, n � 3 cells) is plotted for the entire
with antagonist (circles with X). The EPSC response to a pair of range of ISIs and (E) for only the six shortest paired-pulse intervals.
stimulation (indicated by arrows) is shown for each condition on the Bath temperature: 24�C–26�C.
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Figure 4. Similarity of Paired-Pulse Ratio When Desensitization and
Saturation Are Reduced

The paired-pulse ratio for the AMPAR in the presence of CTZ (75
�M, circles, n � 6 cells) and NMDAR in the presence of L-APV
(squares, n � 5 cells) is plotted as a function of the interstimulus
interval (ISI). Expanded time scale shown on the right. Lines repre-
sent the fits of the control AMPAR and NMDAR data from Figure
1C. Data represent the mean � SEM. Bath temperature: 24�C–26�C.

tagonist (Figure 4). In these conditions, the magnitude
of depression is similar for the two classes of receptors.

Contributions of Short-Term Synaptic Plasticity
during Physiological Stimulation
We examined whether synaptic plasticity was important
under physiological conditions by examining the re-
sponse of the retinogeniculate synapse to a train of
stimuli designed to mimic the firing pattern recorded
from a mouse retinal ganglion cell in response to a flash
of light (see Experimental Procedures). Synaptic cur-
rents were recorded at 34�C–37�C. We found that the
amplitude of both AMPAR and NMDAR EPSCs varied
more than 5-fold during stimulation (Figure 5A). The
EPSC amplitude depends on the recent history of the
synapse for both receptor types. For example, the EPSC
evoked by the second stimulus is �15% to �25% of
that evoked by the first because it follows the first by
just 7 ms. In contrast, after a long quiescent period (87
ms), the response to the seventh action potential elicits

Figure 5. Response to Realistic Spike Trains at the Retinogeniculatea response that is 60%–65% of the first EPSC. To quan-
Synapsetify the synaptic response to trains for the representative
(A) Representative traces of the NMDAR (top) and AMPAR (middle)examples shown, the peak amplitude of each AMPAR
EPSCs evoked from a train of retinal input stimulation. NMDAR and

or NMDAR EPSC was normalized to the first EPSC am- AMPAR currents were recorded from different cells at a holding
plitude (A/A1) (Figure 5A, bottom). The average re- potential of �40 mV and –70 mV and in the presence of NBQX and
sponses and standard deviations are plotted as a func- CPP, respectively. Scale bars apply to both currents. (Bottom) The

trial-to-trial variability of the synaptic response for the two currentstion of time from the initial stimulus for five consecutive
shown above are plotted below as the average relative peak ampli-trials to illustrate the reproducibility of these synaptic
tude of each EPSC in the train versus the time from the first EPSCresponses.
of the train (mean � SD, five trials each). A1 and A are the peakA summary of the responses of many cells illustrates
amplitude of the first EPSC and the EPSC at a given time, respec-

that the incremental increases in NMDAR (triangles) and tively. The average relative incremental peak (B) and total peak (C)
AMPAR (circles) EPSCs are strongly attenuated during current amplitudes in response to each stimulus of the train are
trains (Figure 5B). However, the total peak NMDAR cur- plotted as a function of time (mean � SEM) for the NMDAR (triangles,

n � 5 cells) and AMPAR (circles, n � 4 cells) EPSCs. Bath tempera-rent does not exhibit this degree of attenuation because
ture: 34�C–37�C.the long duration of each individual EPSC response

leads to summation of their currents (Figure 5C).

nection under more physiological conditions by study-The Role of AMPAR Desensitization in the Synaptic
ing the effects of CTZ on the synaptic response to trainsResponse to Physiological Trains
at 34�C–37�C. Figure 6A shows an example of a responseWe evaluated the contributions of AMPAR desensitiza-

tion to short-term plasticity of the retinogeniculate con- to a physiological pattern of stimuli before (top) and
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Figure 6. Desensitization Attenuates the Amplitude of AMPA EPSCs
Evoked by Physiological Trains

(A) AMPAR responses to a train of stimuli are shown in control
conditions and after bath application of 75 �M CTZ.
(B) The average incremental peak EPSC amplitude for each stimulus
is normalized to the first EPSC in the train and plotted as a function
of the time (mean � SEM; control, circles, n � 4 cells; CTZ, squares,
n � 4 cells).
(C) The relative enhancement of each EPSC in CTZ, calculated as
a percent (relative weight in CTZ/relative weight in control) is plotted
for each stimulus.
Bath temperature: 34�C–37�C.

during bath application of 75 �M CTZ (bottom). CTZ
application results in an alteration in the relative strength
of each EPSC in the train (Figure 6A). Changes in the
strength of each EPSC in the presence of CTZ were Figure 7. Saturation of the NMDAR Occurs during Realistic Trains
reproducible from cell to cell, as illustrated in the sum-

(A) Initial EPSC amplitude is plotted against time for control condi-
mary plot of the relative peak amplitude of each EPSC tions and with partial NMDAR blockade by L-APV and SDZ 220-581
in the train for control conditions (circles) and in the during a representative experiment.
presence of CTZ (squares) (Figure 6B). To quantify the (B and C) NMDA EPSCs in control conditions and in the presence

of L-APV or SDZ 220-581. The antagonist traces have been scaledrole of desensitization on the short-term plasticity of
to normalize the first EPSC in antagonist to the corresponding firstthis synapse, the ratio of the relative weight of each
control EPSC. Traces are the average of five consecutive trials.EPSC in the presence of CTZ versus control conditions
(D) Plot of the average incremental amplitude of subsequent EPSCsis plotted in Figure 6C. Inhibition of desensitization by
(mean � SEM) normalized to the first in control conditions (closed

CTZ enhances the strength of the synaptic response to circles, n � 5 cells) and after bath application of L-APV (open circles,
the subsequent stimuli in a train relative to the first stim- n � 5 cells), and SDZ 220-581 (open triangles, n � 3 cells).
uli by 125%–380%, with the most prominent changes (E) Ratio of the percent change in EPSC amplitude during L-APV

(open circles) or SDZ 220-581 (open triangles) application to percentin relative strength occurring in response to high-fre-
change during control conditions.quency spikes. CTZ did not affect the relative strength
Bath temperature: 34�C–37�C.of NMDA EPSCs in response to trains at 34�C–37�C

(relative weight of fourth EPSC of train: 13.5% � 1.6%
in control, n � 3 cells versus 12.9% � 1.5% in 75 �M

ditions, we again used concentrations of L-APV (800CTZ, n � 3 cells).
�M) and SDZ 220-581 (100 nM) that partially blocked
NMDA EPSCs to a similar extent (Figure 7A). As for pairsThe Role of NMDAR Saturation in the Synaptic
of pulses at room temperature, partial NMDAR blockadeResponse to Physiological Trains
with L-APV decreased depression during trains (FiguresTo examine whether NMDAR saturation might also be

contributing to plasticity under more physiological con- 7B and 7D). This was most pronounced during the early
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higher-frequency portion and less dramatic with longer presynaptic active zone and a postsynaptic receptor
cluster that are not well isolated from one another (CantISIs later in the train. A similar NMDAR blockade by SDZ

220-581, however, did not alter plasticity during the train and Morest, 1979; Hamos et al., 1987; Lenn and Reese,
1966; Parks, 1981). In addition, glial sheaths that encom-even during the higher-frequency segment (Figures 7C

and 7D). In a plot of the ratio of the relative change pass aggregates of some synaptic contacts onto the
geniculate neuron may contribute to prominent AMPARduring L-APV to that of control, it is evident that relative

EPSC amplitude is increased more than 300% in L-APV desensitization by allowing glutamate to pool (Famig-
lietti and Peters, 1972; Hamos et al., 1985).during the first few stimuli (Figure 7E). SDZ 220-581 did

not have this dramatic effect. At most other CNS synapses, desensitization does
not affect short-term plasticity (Chen et al., 1999; Ditt-
man and Regehr, 1998; Hestrin, 1992; Hjelmstad et al.,Discussion
1999) because there is limited cross-talk between indi-
vidual release sites, and the probability of release isWe find that the strength of the retinogeniculate synapse
low (Barbour and Hausser, 1997). However, at someis modified in an activity-dependent manner. This plas-
synapses, such as the climbing-fiber synapse, desensi-ticity reflects, in part, presynaptic mechanisms of de-
tization does not contribute to short-term plasticity evenpression. In addition, a large component of synaptic
though each climbing fiber makes hundreds of synapticplasticity also arises from postsynaptic processes. Our
contacts with a Purkinje cell, and the probability of re-results show that AMPAR and NMDAR are differentially
lease is high (Dittman et al., 2000; Silver et al., 1998).regulated. During bursts of afferent activity, receptor
This is likely a consequence of glial ensheathment ofdesensitization diminishes the AMPAR EPSC and recep-
individual sites and the presence of glutamate transport-tor saturation attenuates the NMDAR EPSC. Thus, unlike
ers that isolate release sites and prevent glutamate re-many CNS synapses, the transmission of visual informa-
leased from one site from desensitizing AMPAR attion from the retina to the brain relies upon synapses
neighboring receptor clusters (Dzubay and Jahr, 1999;with prominent postsynaptic plasticity.
Otis et al., 1997; Peters et al., 1991; Xu-Friedman et al.,
2001). In the case of the climbing-fiber synapse, vesicleAMPAR Desensitization Contributes to Plasticity
fusion at an individual release site may lead to receptorof the Retinogeniculate Synapse
desensitization. However, presynaptic depression, whichOur studies show that AMPAR desensitization plays a
is longer lived than desensitization (Dittman et al., 2000;prominent role in the response to physiological trains of
Hashimoto and Kano, 1998; Silver et al., 1998), de-stimulation at the retinogeniculate connection. Inhibition
creases the probability that another vesicle is releasedof desensitization with CTZ relieves a fast component
from the same site, thus obscuring the effects of desen-of recovery from synaptic depression. During bursts of
sitization on short-term plasticity. Therefore, for a varietyhigh-frequency activity, desensitization can attenuate
of reasons, desensitization imparts a form of short-termthe EPSC by 3- to 4-fold.
plasticity to the retinogeniculate and calyceal auditoryInterestingly, another connection where desensitiza-
synapses that has not been widely observed at CNStion plays an important role in plasticity is also in a
synapses.sensory pathway––the calyceal synapse between pri-

mary afferents and nucleus magnocellularis neurons in
the chick auditory system (Otis et al., 1996a; Trussell et NMDAR Saturation at the Retinogeniculate

Synapseal., 1993). At that synapse, inhibitors of desensitization
relieve synaptic depression to pairs of pulses and trains A postsynaptic mechanism also contributes to plasticity

of the NMDAR response to physiological stimulationand increase the postsynaptic refractory period follow-
ing synaptically driven action potentials (Brenowitz and patterns. For pairs of pulses at room temperature there

is a fast component of recovery from depression. UsingTrussell, 2001; Raman et al., 1994). Perhaps desensitiza-
tion is a feature of the synapse that is useful where a rapidly dissociating antagonist, we demonstrate that

this component of synaptic depression reflects NMDARtiming is important, as in both the visual and auditory
systems (Trussell, 1997, 1999; Usrey and Reid, 1999). saturation. Significant saturation also occurs during

physiological stimulation, where NMDAR EPSC ampli-Although all AMPA receptors desensitize, this post-
synaptic mechanism does not contribute significantly tudes are decreased by up to 3-fold during high-fre-

quency physiological stimulation. NMDAR saturationto synaptic plasticity at most synapses that have been
studied (Chen et al., 1999; Dittman and Regehr, 1998; has also been shown to occur during high-frequency

trains at the mouse calyx of Held to medial nucleus ofHestrin, 1992; Hjelmstad et al., 1999). Previous studies
suggest that the importance of AMPAR desensitization the trapezoid body (MNTB) auditory synapse at room

temperature (Wang, 2000).to short-term plasticity at a given connection is likely
dictated by the morphological structure of the specific At the retinogeniculate synapse, the rapidly recov-

ering phase of NMDAR plasticity, like AMPAR plasticity,synapse, as well as the probability of release and the
time course of transmitter clearance (Barbour and Haus- likely reflects the morphology of this synapse. However,

NMDA receptors and AMPA receptors, which haveser, 1997; Kinney et al., 1997; Oleskevich et al., 2000;
Otis et al., 1996b; Silver et al., 1996; Trussell, 1999; very different properties, respond in distinct ways to

the same glutamate signal. Several properties of theWalmsley et al., 1998). In the case of both the retinogeni-
culate and chick calyceal synapses, prominent presyn- NMDAR increase the likelihood of pooled glutamate,

causing saturation of neighboring NMDAR. For example,aptic depression suggests that there is a high probability
of release. Moreover, both synapses have many closely when bound to glutamate, the NMDAR continues to

conduct current, while the AMPAR desensitizes. Addi-spaced release sites defined as the contact between a
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tionally, NMDAR has slower kinetics than AMPAR, re- with and without AMPAR desensitization and NMDAR
saturation with dynamic clamp in a way that is not possi-sulting in a higher probability that an NMDA channel

influenced by glutamate from a neighboring site is still in ble with pharmacological tools (Sharp et al., 1993).
Differences in species, stimulation patterns, andthe open state when a subsequent release event occurs.

spontaneous activity are also important when relating
synaptic properties to in vivo studies. For example, thisPhysiological Consequences
combination of issues make it difficult to compare ourof Synaptic Plasticity
results to in vivo studies that employed rapidly changingNMDAR saturation and AMPAR desensitization may
visual stimulation and found heightened responses ofhelp to explain the visual responses of relay neurons
thalamic relay cells to the second of two closely spacedobserved in vivo. In vivo studies have shown that the
retinal ganglion cell action potentials (Mastronarde,visual response of relay neurons of the cat LGN can
1987; Rowe and Fischer, 2001; Usrey et al., 1998). Al-be significantly reduced by iontophoretic application of
though our findings suggest that this property does notNMDA-receptor antagonists (Kwon et al., 1991). In some
arise from synaptic facilitation, further experiments willcases, the visual responses in relay cells were nearly
be needed to directly relate our synaptic findings toeliminated (Heggelund and Hartveit, 1990; Sillito et al.,
such in vivo observations.1990). Moreover, in vitro intracellular voltage recordings

Previously, it has been shown that the firing patternin the rat LGN have demonstrated an elimination of the
of relay neurons is influenced by their intrinsic conduc-geniculate cell firing response to high-frequency optic
tances, the circuitry within the thalamus, modulatorynerve stimulation in the presence of inhibitors of
inputs, and feedback from the cortex (Steriade et al.,NMDARs (Turner et al., 1994). The contribution of the
1997). Here, we show that in addition, during physiologi-NMDAR in mediating the visual response was surprising
cal activation, retinogeniculate synapses exhibit short-because the AMPAR currents appeared to be capable
term plasticity that is mediated by a variety of mecha-of firing relay neurons with a comfortable safety factor
nisms. Presynaptic depression may allow synapses to(Chen and Regehr, 2000). However, our findings are con-
extend their fidelity over a wide range of firing rates, assistent with these in vivo and in vitro observations be-
has been proposed for cortical synapses (Abbott et al.,cause desensitization during rapid firing of retinal gan-
1997). Moreover, postsynaptic mechanisms lead to pro-glion cells markedly reduces the AMPA current. In some
found changes in synaptic strength in a frequency-cases, the AMPA component is reduced sufficiently that
dependent manner. These synaptic processes are likelyit no longer fires the postsynaptic cell, as in Turner et
to contribute to the shaping of the relay neuron re-al. (1994). Meanwhile, the NMDAR component becomes
sponses to visual stimulation.increasingly prominent during the train and important for

the visual responses of relay neurons, and the remaining
Experimental ProceduresAMPAR component is likely to contribute by relieving

the voltage-dependent block of the NMDAR component.
Slice Preparation

This interplay between NMDAR saturation and AMPAR Brain slices of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) were
desensitization may be a general feature of glomerular obtained from P25–P32 Black Swiss mice, as previously described
synapses, such as the mossy fiber to granule cell syn- (Chen and Regehr, 2000), with slight modification. To increase the

number of viable cells, 250 �m slices of the brain were cut in anapse in the cerebellum, where NMDAR antagonists also
oxygenated 4�C 2.5% wt/vol. sucrose solution containing: 79 mMinhibit postsynaptic firing produced by high-frequency
NaCl, 23 mM NaHCO3, 68 mM sucrose, 23 mM glucose, 2.3 mMsynaptic activation (D’Angelo et al., 1995).
KCl, 1.1 mM NaH2PO4, 6.4 mM MgCl2, and 0.45 mM CaCl2. The slices

Relating the properties of retinogeniculate synapses were allowed to recover over 30 min in the sucrose cutting solution
we observe in voltage clamp to the visual responses at 30�C before they were transferred to a saline solution containing:
of relay neurons observed in vivo is complicated by a 125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 2.6 mM NaH2PO4, 25 mM glucose, 2 mM

CaCl2, and 1 mM MgCl2.number of issues. Our study examines synaptic mecha-
nisms in isolation from cortical feedback, brainstem

Electrophysiologymodulatory inputs, intrinsic inhibitory circuitry, and volt-
Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings from geniculate neurons wereage-gated conductances in relay cells, which all help to
obtained using patch pipettes (1.2–2.0 M�) containing an internalshape the visual response in vivo (McCormick and Bal,
solution that minimized the contributions of intrinsic membrane con-

1994, 1997; Steriade et al., 1997). Although the response ductances and second messenger systems to the synaptic re-
of a relay neuron to retinal input depends upon all of sponse: 35 mM CsF, 100 mM CsCl, 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES,

0.1 mM D600 (pH 7.4), as previously described (Chen and Regehr,these factors, it is likely that AMPAR desensitization and
2000). The cortex was separated from the thalamus to prevent recur-NMDAR saturation contribute to the geniculate neuron
rent excitation between geniculate and cortical neurons. All extracel-response to visual stimuli (Heggelund and Hartveit,
lular recording solutions contained the GABAA receptor antagonist1990; Kwon et al., 1991; Sillito et al., 1990; Turner et al.,
bicuculline (20 �M, Sigma) to block inhibitory synaptic responses.

1994). However, it is not straightforward to quantify the Paired-pulse experiments were performed at 24�C due to the ease
contributions of receptor desensitization and saturation of maintaining a stable patch recording for long periods of time.

Studies of the AMPAR or NMDAR component of synaptic currentto postsynaptic firing by assessing the effects of phar-
were performed in the presence of CPP (5 �M, Tocris) or NBQX (5macological manipulations on current clamp recordings.
or 10 �M, disodium salt; Tocris), respectively.For example, in addition to enhancing the EPSC ampli-

The optic tract was stimulated with intensities ranging from 1–40tude, CTZ prolongs the time course of the synaptic cur-
�A (duration 0.2–0.3 ms) by a pair of saline-filled glass electrodes in

rent. An alternative approach, which, in the future may bipolar configuration separated by 50–200 �m. Whenever possible,
improve our understanding of the contributions of these synaptic responses were obtained from single-fiber stimulation, as

previously described (Chen and Regehr, 2000). Briefly, the minimalpostsynaptic mechanisms, is to simulate retinal inputs
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stimulation intensity was identified using increments of 0.25 �A. In RO1-NS32405 and P01-NS38312 to W.G.R., and 5 T32 NS07484 to
D.M.B.about half the cases (20/44 cells), the stimulus intensity was in-

creased above minimal stimulation if the first input was small, and
a second input was identified that was greater than ten times Received September 19, 2001; revised January 2, 2002.
stronger than the first input. The synaptic responses of these multi-
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